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ABSTRACT
Micro vortex generators (MVGs) are one of many tools that aerodynamicists have
employed to improve aircraft performance and flow characteristics. They are tiny protrusions on
a surface with a height roughly about the size of the expected boundary layer. These protrusions
generate a vortex, sucking faster moving air into the boundary layer. When introduced in front of
a shock wave, the shock wave weakens, making micro vortex generators a form of reducing
wave drag.
Much research has been recently performed to investigate and optimize the effects that
micro vortex generators have on shock waves. One of these investigations was performed in
2017 with the Mach number equal to 2.5 and the Reynold’s number equal to 5760. Using this
experiment as a benchmark, MVGs of varying heights were tested to further explore the resultant
phenomenon and potentially determine an optimized height. The simulations were performed
using ANSYS Fluent for both 2D and 3D cases. The 2D cases were simulated using a ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes and Large Eddy Simulation solvers.
The 2D results demonstrated some interesting patterns with the LES simulations more
accurately predicting flow conditions as have been observed in past experimental research. The
3D cases did not converge, most likely due to a low cell count. Further simulations and
experiments are needed to accurately simulate the vortices and shocks generated. Repeat
simulations for the 2D cases could also be performed or given more time to converge in order to
further verify those results.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATION
Much research has recently been performed surrounding the use and effectiveness of
micro vortex generators. While normal vortex generators are widely understood and used in
subsonic flows, micro vortex generators in supersonic situations are still being investigated. This
is due to the complex interaction of shock waves and boundary layers. Flow following a shock
wave tends to separate rather quickly which disturbs the natural growth of the boundary layer
and creates separation.
Shock waves are well known for generating wave drag and, as such, much investigation
has gone into reducing this form of drag. Their interaction with the boundary layer, though, also
adds to the overall drag of the object or aircraft. By placing a micro vortex generator in front of
the shockwave, the boundary layer behind the wall is reinvigorated, and the pressure drag is
reduced. This has been proven by numerous studies, including those performed by Pearcy (1961)
who was one of the first to look into the issue. Pearcy (1961) studied the effect of control devices
that would reduce flow separation after a shockwave on transonic airfoils with favorable results.
With the rise in technology, modern aerodynamicists such as Yan, Chen and Li (2017)
have looked into the phenomenon with the ability of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
Their recent experiments have used a simple inclined ramp to produce an oblique shock wave as
opposed to a transonic airfoil. Building on past research, they tested a micro vortex generator at
certain conditions to further examine and understand its effects on and after the shock wave.
Their results agreed with those of past research.
While their experiment was well done, it assumed a certain height for the micro vortex
generator based off research performed by Holden and Babinsky (2007). As this was an
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assumption, the question of whether the height used was the optimal height for the experiment
remains and has hence become the subject of investigation for this project. A review of micro
vortex generators is provided to further expound on their nature as well as the research
performed by Yan et al. (2017).
1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
As the field of aerodynamics has progressed, new methods to improve and control flow
characteristics have been discovered. One of these methods is the use of a vortex generator.
Standard vortex generators are small protrusions or blades on the surface of a wing. In subsonic
flow, these small protrusions generate a vortex which sucks in high energy air and mixes it with
the more stagnant air of the boundary layer. This reduces the boundary layer and delays flow
separation, effectively decreasing the pressure drag and allowing aircraft to fly at higher angles
of attack before stalling. This effect can be seen in Figure 1 as the airfoil on the left, equipped
with vortex generators, delays flow separation and greatly decreases the recirculation area.

Figure 1 – Airfoil at high angle of attack. The airfoil at the left has MVGs while the one on the right does not (Meunier & Brunet,
2008).
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Experimentation with vortex generators has concluded that, while effective at lower
speeds, they become much less efficient at higher velocities as the drag induced by the vortex
generators outweighs the benefit of separation delay (Titchener & Babinsky, 2015). Thus,
investigation into smaller vortex generators began. The result was what is known as micro vortex
generators (MVGs). These MVGs are the same as their larger counterpart but only protrude
slightly into the boundary layer, generally between 20-100% of the boundary layer height
(Titchener & Babinsky, 2015). This enables a vortex to generate within the boundary layer that
revitalizes the flow but does not have a large enough profile to induce an appreciable drag
penalty.
Many different geometries have been tested to try and find an optimal MVG design. As
there are many designs that have been tested they will not all be shown in this report. However, a
summary of the best performing designs is given, as presented by Titchener and Babinsky (2015)
in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Summary of performance for various geometries of MVGs (Titchener & Babinsky, 2015).
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As shown in Figure 2, the three consistently best performing designs are the wedge/ramp,
a swept vane and a modified vane. The first is a triangular ramp with the pointed end raised and
pointed downstream. The second design option is two vanes situated similarly to the ramp where
the vanes slant toward each other at the back end. A third option is a combination of the two
which can be described as a ramp with a slat in the middle.
The performance of these geometries has yielded similar results with the vane type being
marginally better than the other two (Titchener & Babinsky, 2015). However, due to the
structural stability and feasibility of the ramp, this type has the greatest potential to be applied for
real world situations (Panaras, & Lu, 2015).

Figure 3 – Two prominent MVG geometries; (a) shows a ramp while (b) shows the vane model (Panaras & Lu, 2015).

With high velocities come compressibility effects; namely shock waves. Shock waves are
an inevitable consequence of flying at speeds above Mach 1. As mentioned in the first section,
much research is being done to try and reduce the negative effects of these shock waves as much
as possible. MVGs are one control design that may be able to alleviate some of these negative
consequences.
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The main area of focus for applying these MVGs is for airfoils experiencing transonic
flow and for engine inlets. As shocks in transonic flow only happen at particular conditions,
engine inlets have been more widely studied and are therefore the focus of this report. Titchener
and Babinsky (2015) have done a generous amount of research on the subject and a summary of
past research is presented in the appendix for the reader. The summary is well done and highly
recommended for anyone interested in the subject at hand.
Before investigating how MVGs affect flow through a shock wave, it is important to first
understand what happens upstream of the shock wave. Although the geometry of the ramp MVG
appears rather simple, the flow pattern it creates is quite complex. Several independent vortices
are created from a single point that interact with each other and the surface of the underlying
plane.
Figure 4 shows a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) that details some of these vortices. There
is a major, outer, vortex that forms that encompasses one or two minor vortices in the middle,
depending on the type of MVG used (Lu, Pierce, & Shih, 2010). The schlieren snapshot shows a
side view of these vortices along with the shockwaves that form from the MVG itself. These
shockwaves also interact with the trailing vortices but will not be discussed in depth in this
report. A top view of an experiment with a ramp MVG is shown in Figure 5 for an additional
reference that points out the primary and secondary vortices.
Now to combine the MVG with the shock wave. Again, Titchener and Babinsky (2013)
studied the effects of MVGs on a normal shock wave, as might be experienced at an engine inlet.
Their studies showed that MVGs are effective in reducing the flow separation after the normal
shock as well as reducing the unsteadiness of the shock wave itself (Titchener & Babinsky,
2013). Schlieren images of their findings are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 4 – (a) View of CFD simulation showing vortices and (b) side schlieren view (Lu et al., 2010).

Figure 5 – Top view of a ramp MVG in supersonic flow with features detailed (Babinsky, Li, & Pitt Ford, 2009).

Figure 6 – Schlieren images of a normal shock wave with (left) and without (right) an MVG upstream (Titchener & Babinsky,
2013).
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Babinsky is not the only one to investigate these effects, however. Troia, Patel, Crouse, &
Hall (2011) also studied MVGs on normal shocks via CFD. They obtained similar results to
those of Babinsky although the simulations were run at different Mach numbers. Their results
can be seen in Figure 7. Wang, Liu, Zhao, Fan, & Wang (2012) also conducted similar research
and their results can clearly show the reduction in the boundary layer thanks to the placement of
an MVG (not visible in the image).

Figure 7 – CFD results of normal shockwave at an inlet for M = 1.4 and 1.8 (Troia et al., 2010).
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Figure 8 – Results from Wang et al. (2012) show flow without an MVG (top) and flow with an MVG (bottom). The MVG is ahead
of the flow and not shown in these images.

As opposed to the normal shock experiments of Troia et al. (2010), oblique shock waves
are also of concern and have been studied by many. The method for doing so is to simply place
an MVG in front of an inclined ramp. This generates an oblique shock wave if the flow
conditions are correct. The MVG has a similar effect as it did for the normal shockwave where
vortices are generated that delay flow separation and even decrease the power of the shock itself.
A schlieren image provided by Li and Liu (2011) is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 – Schlieren of ramp induced shock waves (Li & Liu, 2011).

So far, all of the MVGs that have been mentioned are categorized as being “passive”,
meaning they are an inherent part of the design and do not move. It has been noted that the
ability to control the MVGs would be beneficial and that is indeed true. Being able to retract the
MVGs during flight conditions when no shockwaves are present is an obvious advantage as
otherwise the MVGs become ineffective and only increase the drag. While there is potential for
these devices, further research needs to be conducted in order to affirm the overall worth of these
kinds of MVGs.
This report will follow the basic setup as described by Yan et al. (2017) to investigate the
effects of an MVG on an oblique shock generated by a ramp. The dimensions for the simulation
are given in Figure 10. As described in the first section, the experimental team ran the tests based
on the assumption of an optimal height. The summary by Titchener and Babinsky (2013) reveals
that different tests have been run at varying heights with equally varying results. This is shown in
Figure 11. While Yan et al. (2017) used a height of 50% of the boundary layer height for their
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MVG, recent research by Martis and Misra (2013) has shown that a height of 70% is optimal for
their given conditions. This variance in MVG heights and their results has led to the main
purpose of this project.
1.3 PROJECT PROPOSAL
The purpose of this project is to optimize the height of a ramp micro vortex generator as
described by Yan et al. (2017) to minimize the flow separation after the shock boundary layer
interactions. The given conditions are M = 2.5 and Re = 5760. Both RANS and LES simulations
will be run and compared as both methods have strengths and weaknesses pertaining to the
boundary layer and the flow field in general.

Figure 10 – Survey of ratios of height over boundary layer thickness for previously tested MVGs (Titchener & Babinsky, 2015.)
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Mathematical Equations and Assumptions
2.1 MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS
Ansys Fluent is a CFD program that, like other CFD programs, allows the user to set up a
geometrical domain, give environmental or boundary conditions and solve for the theoretical
flow based on a series of numerical analyses. For one unfamiliar with aerodynamics or CFD this
might seem like a simple and straightforward process. However, there is currently no
mathematical way to solve for an entire flow field as a whole. In other words, there is no single
equation that can give all the flow properties of a fluid that takes the geometry and other factors
into account. Instead, what CFD and other finite element analysis (FEA) software does is divide
the geometry into many subsections called cells with points called nodes at the corner of each
cell. Rather than solving for an area or volume as a whole, each node is solved individually.
When these nodes are looked at collectively, a general pattern of the flow can be obtained.
Additionally, as stated before, there is not a single equation solved at each of these points
but a series of equations that are solved, allowing for all of the flow properties to be calculated.
These equations are known as the Navier-Stokes equations (equations 1-5), named after the two
men who each independently developed them in the early 1800’s (Anderson, 2001).
2.1.1 Navier-Stokes Equations
The Navier-Stokes equations are broken up into three main categories: continuity,
momentum, and energy. This is due to their derivations from three fundamental laws of nature;
namely that mass, momentum and energy within a defined space are all conserved. While the full
derivations of these equations will not be explained in this report, a brief description is provided
for the reader.
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No matter what the control volume is, matter itself is conserved within it; meaning that
mass is neither created or destroyed within the volume. Therefore, everything that goes into the
volume either comes out of it or affects the density of the volume. If the right-hand side of
equation 1 were added to the other side, it is easier to see that the net flux of these inputs,
outputs, and changes in each direction negate each other, resulting in a sum total of zero.
The momentum equations are based off of Newton’s second law of motion. This law
states that the force of an object is equal to its mass multiplied by its acceleration. If, instead of
looking at a control volume, we look at a single particle, the forces acting on it can be described
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as in Figure 12. By summing the forces applied in each direction, the net force for each direction
is calculated. By applying these forces to Newton’s law, the three equations for momentum are
obtained. Once again, if the right-hand side of these equations are added to the other, it is easy to
see that all changes of the momentum result in a net flux value of zero.

Figure 12 – Shear and other forces acting on a fluid element which constitute the momentum equations (Anderson, 2001).

The momentum equations first shown are simplified, partially for space considerations.
However, the full equations where the shear terms have been expanded are provided below.
These are the full momentum equations for three-dimensional, viscous, unsteady, and
compressible flow and are included because the simulations being performed fall into each of
those categories. Each variable needs to be taken into consideration when attempting to calculate
an accurate answer.
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The energy equation is the last of the Navier-Stokes equations and accounts for the
energy and heat involved in the system. This equation is also rather long as it not only includes
the heat that enters and leaves the fluid particle but it also includes the work done by and/or on
the particle. These influences are shown in Figure 13. Similar to the previous equations, when
the forces are added together in their respective directions, the energy equation results. In
simulations where heat transfer is not a prominent contributing factor, the equation gets reduced
significantly to the point that the energy equation is de-coupled from the others. As this
experiment neglects heat transfer, the equation is greatly simplified and makes the equations
much easier to solve.

Figure 13 – Heat transfer and other forces acting on fluid element which constitute the energy equation (Anderson, 2001).
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2.1.2 Nondimensional Parameters
The Navier-Stokes equations are crucial for solving any theoretical flow scenario and are
the “back bone” for obtaining the necessary properties. There are other equations and
parameters, though, that are necessary for matching flow conditions and ensuring the simulations
are comparable.
The two main nondimensional parameters are the Mach number (Ma) and the Reynold’s
number (Re). The equations for these are shown below. The Mach number is a measurement of
how fast a fluid is moving compared to the speed of sound in the medium. This setup has a Mach
number of 2.5 meaning the flow is moving more than twice the speed of sound of the air.

The Reynold’s number compares inertial forces to viscous forces; or in other words, the
momentum of a fluid to its internal, frictional forces. The Reynold’s number also determines
what type of flow occurs; either laminar, turbulent or transitory. The type of flow affects which
equations are used to determine shear on the surface, boundary layer growth, and which type of
solver is needed for accurate results when using CFD software. As the boundary layer is a vital
component of the simulation, the Reynold’s number needs to be the same in order to achieve
comparable results.
Other nondimensional parameters, such as the Prandtl number and Knudsen number, will
not be defined here. While they technically play a part in the analysis, their roles are
comparatively minor and therefore are only mentioned so as to assure the reader that they have
been considered.
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2.1.3 Boundary Layer Equations
Analyzing boundary layers and representing them in a mathematical manner can be one
of the most complex tasks in aerodynamics. Yet, for many aerodynamic problems, including this
project, the boundary layer (BL) is a prominent feature. Fortunately, by nondimensionalizing the
Navier-Stokes equations and making a few assumptions, equations for this type of flow can be
obtained. Once again, the derivation will not be presented but the resulting equations are shown
below. These are applicable for 2D situations.

Vital equations describing the displacement thickness and momentum thickness of the
boundary layer are also given by Anderson (2001).

Past mathematicians and aerodynamicists have solved these equations for specific cases,
one of which was for a flat plate. As this experiment acts as a flat plate up until the MVG, these
equations should hold up to that point and have been used to assist with analysis. They are
known as the Blasius solutions. There are two sets, one for laminar flow and one for turbulent
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flow. The equations for turbulent flow are shown as they will be used to calculate certain
dimensions (Cengel & Cimbala, n.d.).

2.1.4 Other Equations
There are multiple other equations that will are incorporated into the CFD solver which
need to be addressed. The ideal gas law will be used to add another equation to the NavierStokes equations in an attempt to simplify and solve them. The isentropic flow equations will
also be used for hand calculations to verify results. These equations are given below (Anderson,
2001).

2.2 ASSUMPTIONS
The Navier-Stokes equations are famous, if not infamous, for one main reason: they are
an unsolvable set of equations. There are more unknown variables than there are equations that
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relate them, rendering them with an infinite number of solutions on their own. However, this
does not deter engineers and mathematicians from utilizing them. By making certain
assumptions, terms in the equations either become zero or are comparatively so small that they
can be neglected. Other equations, likewise, have assumptions implicit with their use. The
following is a list of those equations and the assumptions that need to be made in order to
properly use them:
Navier-Stokes – Although many assumptions will be made later on which will simplify
these equations, there is one main underlying condition that needs to be met. The medium in
question needs to be considered a continuum in order for the Navier-Stokes equations to apply.
This means that the particles in the fluid are close enough to each other that the fluid can be
considered as such. The standard to determine this qualification is the Knudsen number which
relates the distance between particles to an arbitrary length. If this value is much less than unity,
the continuum assumption holds. The simulations for this project are performed at or near sea
level conditions with compressibility effects considered. As such, the continuum assumption is
acceptable.
Boundary Layer Equations – The boundary layer equations are based off one main
assumption which is that the boundary layer height is much less than the reference length. If this
relationship does not hold then previously ignored variables come into play and complicate the
equations. There is also the implication that the Reynold’s number is large while the Mach
number is not inordinately large. As the Reynold’s number describes inertial vs viscous forces, it
makes sense that it needs to be high as otherwise the boundary layer would grow much more
quickly. The limit on the Mach number is to keep heat transfer and other hypersonic concerns
out of the analysis.
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Another condition to note concerns boundary layer continuity. This refers to the change
in pressure through the boundary layer. The assumption is that there is no change in pressure
through the boundary layer (see equation 13); a concept that allows pitot tubes to function even
though boundary layers develop.
Ideal Gas Law – The analyses performed uses and assumes that the fluid acts as an ideal
gas. This implies that the ideal gas equation holds true, meaning that pressure, density, gas
constant and temperature are related. This gives an extra equation which assists in solving the
Navier-Stokes equations.
Isentropic Equations – All calculations and simulations are performed with the
assumption that the processes are isentropic. Entropy is conserved, meaning that the processes
are adiabatic and reversible. Even though the energy equation is included with the turbulence
modeling, there is no heat transfer within the gas or to the surrounding walls.
Other assumptions are included to ensure that all aspects of the report are accounted for.
As certain information was limited or as the analysis necessitated, assumptions about various
aspects of the simulations had to be made. One such is described in the geometry section. The
angle of the ramp is unknown and has been assumed to be 25 degrees. The exact values for the
density, temperature and molecular weight are also assumed. As long as the Mach number and
Reynold’s number match, not knowing the exact values for these parameters should not change
the outcome.
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METHODOLOGY
ANSYS Fluent is the software employed to solve the problem at hand. The Workbench
feature of ANSYS is used which encompasses everything from creating the initial geometry to
visualizing the solution. The procedure follows the same basic steps as outlined below.
3.1 GEOMETRY
3.1.1 Presented Geometry
In order to compare results with those of Yan et al., the same general dimensions were
used. These dimensions can be seen in Figure 10. An important detail to note is that most of the
length dimensions are given with respect to δ which is the purported boundary length of the flow
ahead of the MVG. In order to actually create the geometry, a value for this variable was needed.
Therefore, this value was assumed to be the length variable used to calculate the Reynold’s
number. As the Reynold’s number is known, δ was back-calculated and found to be
approximately 0.001m (see section 3.1.2 for the calculation). With this variable defined, the rest
of the dimensions were calculated.
Two of the geometries were not presented in the paper by Yan et al. These are the ramp
angle and the radius of curvature above the ramp. While the radius of curvature likely does not
affect the overall flow and can therefore be approximated, the ramp angle has a great potential to
alter the results as this is directly correlated to the strength and angle of the shock wave. It is
possible that these dimensions were given in the report cited by Yan et al. but unfortunately,
access to this report was unavailable for comparison. As such, the ramp angle was estimated to
be 25 degrees from the horizontal and this will be consistent for all of the simulations.
The purpose of this project is to test the effects of varying the height over boundary layer
thickness ratio (h/δ). This is a geometrical factor and the ratios of 0.2 to 0.7 in intervals of 0.1
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were tested. Cases with no MVG were included as an initial reference point for the data. This
gives a total of 14 simulations, 7 RANS and 7 LES. The geometry for a sample ratio of h/δ = 0.5
is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 14 – The 2D geometry for the h/δ = 0.5 case.

3.1.2 Adapted Geometry
The above geometry is very similar to what was given in the work by Yan et al.
However, there is a small, yet important, detail concerning the Reynold’s number used for the
simulations. The Reynold’s number is based off of the momentum boundary layer thickness and
not based on a generic length. This necessitated that the geometry be altered in order to
accurately recreate what has previously been performed. A segment needed to be added in front
of the given geometry to allow the boundary layer to grow and attain the correct parameters.
Determining this new geometry required going through several calculations in order to find the
actual length of δ which is what all given dimensions are based on.
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The process to find the value of δ starts with the given values of Mach and Reynold’s
number. From the definition of the Reynold’s number, theta (θ) is derived. The Blasius solution
for a turbulent momentum BL uses this value to solve for a given length x, which gives the
necessary length needed for the BL to grow to such a height. A new δ is then calculated and the
results are shown below.
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Figure 45 – The adapted geometry to ensure proper BL conditions.

To verify if the boundary layer height was correct, the front section was run through an
incompressible case to match results of Yan et al. (2017). Velocity profile data was taken at the
outlet of this case and the results are shown in Figure 16 and 17. As can be seen from Figure 17,
the BL height does indeed reach the appropriate value at the right place, thereby confirming that
the hand calculations are correct.
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Figure 16 – Complete view of the added geometry section. A small BL can be seen at the lower right-hand side of the geometry.
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Figure 17 – The BL height vs the velocity taken at the end of the new geometry segment.
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3.2 MESH GENERATION
3.2.1 2D Mesh Generation
A structured mesh was generated that followed the description shown in Figure 11. There
is a large coarse region at the inlet, a fine region around the MVG and a transitional region
before the fine region. There is no transitional region behind the MVG as the ramp region was
deemed sufficiently fine to capture the flow physics. A bias was placed on the vertical sections,
making the cell size larger the further it is from the bottom wall. The values for each section are
given in the Table 1.
Table 1 – Values for the parameters of the 2D mesh.

Location/Region

Number of Divisions

Coarse
Transitional
Fine
Ramp
Vertical Walls
Bias Growth Rate
Total Nodes
Total Elements

600
100
230
300
50
1.2
69972
68550

Figure 18 – View of the overall mesh for the h/δ = 0.5 case.
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Figure 19 – A detailed view of the mesh showing the cell bias and structure around the MVG.

The wall spacing or cell size of the first cell next to a wall was calculated to properly
capture the boundary layer. As with any part of the mesh, if the cell size is too large, errors can
occur as the flow will not be well defined. The “y+” value is used to ensure that the mesh is
sufficiently fine to give accurate results. By using a y+ value of 1, a cell size of 3.135e-7 meters
was determined. With the boundary layer being a crucial part of the analysis, and as cell count
was not an issue for the 2D simulations, the wall spacing was closer to half that, or about 1.5e-7
meters. This was deemed small enough to properly capture the boundary layer with a small
margin of safety included.
3.2.2 3D Mesh Generation
The 3D mesh follows the same pattern as the 2D mesh. However, a feature of ANSYS
greatly impacted the mesh’s layout. The maximum cell count of ANSYS is 512,000 elements.
The grid used in Yan et al.’s (2017) analyses had 39,321,600 elements; about 75 times more
elements than ANSYS would allow. If a decent solution is to be obtained using ANSYS,
elements would need to be used as efficiently as possible.
This fact affected every aspect of the grid. The divisions for almost every section
decreased. The coarse area and ramp area were reduced even further in an attempt to save
elements. To compensate for this, another transitional region behind the MVG was added,
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making this setup split in the same manner as Figure 11. The new spanwise direction was also
not split into many divisions. The only aspect that remained about the same was the division
count along the vertical walls. The boundary layer needed to be properly captured, meaning the
count couldn’t be reduced by much.

Figure 50 – Geometrical side view of the 3D simulation showing the different areas of mesh refinement.

Figure 21 – Mesh view of the 3D simulation.

Another difficulty with ANSYS was its inability to create a structured mesh around the
MVG. Attempts were made to split the geometry around the MVG into rectangular sections
where a structured mesh could be generated. These attempts were unsuccessful as whichever
section contained the MVG geometry would not produce the desired structured mesh. In lieu of
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this difficulty, a general size parameter was used for the section around the MVG. This explains
the drastic change in mesh composition as seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22 – Mid section mesh view of the 3D geometry detailing the area around the MVG.

3.3 MODELING
As is common with many CFD simulations, the flow goes from left to right. The left
boundary was designated as a velocity inlet, the top as a slip wall (no shear stress) and the right
side designated as a pressure outlet with extrapolated output. The bottom sides were considered
to be no-slip walls with a standard roughness setting applied. Standard temperature and dynamic
viscosity or air were used to determine that a velocity of 851 m/s was needed to match the Mach
number, as described in the adapted geometry section.
There are several methods that attempt to successfully model turbulent flows. One of
these methods uses the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. This method
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introduces extra turbulence variables and equations to help close the solution. ANSYS Fluent
offers three different sets of equations: Spalart-Allmaras, k-epsilon and k-omega.
The Spalart-Allmaras method was chosen as it only introduces one extra equation,
thereby reducing the needed computational time. It is also good for low Reynold’s number flows
and where the boundary layer experiences adverse pressure gradients. It is not recommended to
use the model for predicting turbulent decay, which is partly why the LES model is used in
tandem with the RANS simulations to represent the flow (Reynolds Averaged…, 2009).
The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) attempts to model turbulence in a different manner. In
addition to adding extra variables, a filter is introduced with the Navier-Stokes equations where
any eddies smaller than a certain size (normally the cell size) are ignored. However, the larger
eddies that remain are modeled using the full Navier-Stokes equations. This typically requires
greater computational time or power as a higher order spatial discretization is needed (Reynolds
Averaged…, 2009).
The simulation was density based as opposed to pressure based to stay consistent with
previous research. Either the Spalart-Allmaras or LES models were used to determine the flow,
as discussed. The air was considered to be an ideal gas with default properties for specific heat,
thermal conductivity, viscosity and molecular weight. The gradient for the spatial discretization
was least squares cell based with the modified turbulent viscosity method being a first order
upwind schema. The transient formulation was first order for the Spalart-Allmaras simulations
and second order for the LES simulations. A time step of 0.0005 seconds with 20-25
intermediate iterations were used for each LES case. A hybrid initialization with 20 iterations
was also used to give a better starting point for the solution.
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3.4 GRID CONVERGENCE STUDY
A grid convergence study was performed to ensure that the solutions were grid
independent. One method of determining grid independence is to compare an inviscid simulation
with its viscous counterpart. This type of study was not done as the boundary layer plays a
critical role in the analysis and therefore, an inviscid solution would have relatively little
meaning. Instead, the same viscous simulation was run with an increasing number of nodes and
the results were compared. The low, medium and high values represent the level of grid
refinement with 57400, 63,000 and 68550 elements each, respectively.
The graph below shows the velocity profile results at the ramp corner for the RANS h/δ =
0.5 case. The different levels agree very well with a little divergence from the medium case. The
medium case was run for a few hundred iterations less than the others. This difference in
convergence is suspected to be the cause of the divergence and not the refinement of the grid.
A similar number of nodes was used for the LES cases. The residuals of the LES
simulations did not converge as well as those of the RANS simulations (some variables
oscillated much more), making their results more difficult to compare. However, the high cell
count of the simulations and the low-to-zero variability of the RANS grid results suggest that
whatever error may be present will be low. The LES simulations were run with the highest cell
count as another safety factor.
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Figure 23 – The grid convergence study for the 2D RANS case.
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RESULTS
4.1 2D RESULTS
The RANS simulations were run for 5,000+ global iterations. The LES simulations were
generally run for 10,000+ iterations using the RANS solution as a starting point. This was to help
the LES simulations converge. For almost every case that was solved entirely using the LES
method, the boundary layer grew and shrunk as opposed to steadily increasing in size. This flow
pattern did not disappear with continuing iterations and kept the simulation from converging. An
example of this large flux can be seen in Figure 24. Even with the RANS solution initialization,
the LES simulations never converged as well as the RANS simulations. The LES simulations
were considered converged after similar oscillations were observed over thousands of iterations.

Figure 24 - LES simulation of a simple tube showing the uneven BL generated.

The pressure and velocity contours for each simulation were recorded; however, only a
sample of these are given in the report for reference. The entirety of these contour plots is found
in Appendix B – Pressure and velocity contours.
Velocity at three locations within the geometry were plotted for each simulation. These
locations occur after the MVG but before the ramp, at the ramp corner, and halfway up the ramp,
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perpendicular to the wall. These locations, which will be referred to as planes, are seen in Figure
27. The legend values for each plot refer to the height of the MVG. In addition, velocity data was
taken at the original inlet (before the geometry was augmented) to verify that the boundary layer
height was indeed what it should be for each simulation.

Figure 25 – Sample pressure contour plot of the RANS 0.5 case.

Figure 26 – Sample velocity contour plot of the RANS 0.5 case.
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Figure 27 - View of the locations of the planes where velocity data was taken.

Figure 28 - Velocity profiles taken at Plane 1 for each RANS case.
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Figure 29 - Velocity profiles taken at plane 1 for each LES case.

Figure 60 - Velocity profiles for RANS simulations at plane 2.
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Figure 31 - Velocity profiles for RANS simulations at plane 3.

Figure 32 - Velocity profiles for RANS simulations at plane 4.
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Figure 33 - Velocity profiles for LES simulations at plane 2.

Figure 34 - Velocity profiles for LES simulations at plane 3.
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Figure 35 - Velocity profiles for LES simulations at plane 4.

4.2 3D RESULTS
The following results are a few screenshots from the 3D simulations. Figure 36 shows the
pressure contour results from a primary simulation run with just the ramp and no MVG. The
latter figures show the intermediate velocity contours of the h/δ = 0.5 case. No velocity data was
taken as for the 2D simulations for reasons that will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 36 - Pressure contour for the mid plane of the 3D ramp-only case.

Figure 37 - Mid section view of the 3D simulation showing the velocity contours.

Figure 38 - Velocity section views normal to the flow at the interfaces between regions.
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DISCUSSION
5.1 2D SIMULATIONS
5.1.1 Boundary Layer Confirmation
Figure 28 shows the boundary layer at the original inlet for the various RANS
simulations. Only the results for one simulation can be seen, yet all are plotted. This means that
the values are the same for each case and, therefore, the heights of the MVGs are what are
expected; e.g., an MVG with an h/δ value of 0.5 really is half the height of the incoming
boundary layer.
The boundary layers for the LES cases do not match as well as the RANS cases. The
variances are most likely due to the simulations’ convergence. As the convergence was based on
oscillations and not a certain value, the simulations were stopped at different times, rendering
slightly different values. There is also an odd trend where the velocity profile increasingly
matches the no-MVG case with increasing MVG height. This is opposite of what is expected, as
a larger MVG should disrupt the flow more. Regardless of the reason, the profiles are different
for each case, meaning that the actual MVG height is slightly different than the expected height.
This casts doubt on the LES solutions as the supposed MVG height is slightly different than what
they should be.
Another noteworthy feature of the LES BL confirmation plot occurs near the wall. There
is a small “bump” in the profile that becomes larger with increasing MVG height. These plots are
of velocity magnitude and not simply velocity, meaning that these “bump” values could be
positive or negative. Having backflow in the boundary layer does not entirely make sense, but
perhaps is somewhat feasible due to the unsteady nature of the solver simulation.
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5.1.2 Pressure and Velocity Contours
The MVGs in every RANS case exhibit the expected behavior. A shock wave forms over
the MVG followed by an expansion fan where the MVG ends. Similar behavior is shown in
Figure 4, although there are no trailing vortices in the simulations. There are also no obvious
shock waves at the ramp except for the 0.2 and 0.4 cases. It is possible that the 0.3 case would
have a shock wave but this case seems to be an anomaly within the RANS scenarios.
It should also be noted that the shock wave tends to curve toward the inlet. This is simply
due to the geometry. In an attempt to avoid a prominent expansion fan, the top wall is curved.
This increases the cross-sectional area which increases the flow velocity for supersonic flows.
This is why the highest velocity is seen close to the outlet ahead of the shock wave and not at the
inlet.
It is interesting to note that while the higher valued RANS cases did not show a
prominent shock wave at the ramp corner, the LES simulations did. In fact, every LES
simulation exhibits a shock wave at both the MVG and the ramp corner. It should not be
forgotten, though, that these shocks at the ramp are formed in part due to the increase in velocity
in that area and the shock near the ramp corner becomes less prominent with increased MVG
height. As the LES simulations are time dependent, there is also, in general, higher vorticity and
variability shown throughout the LES simulations.
5.1.3 RANS Simulations
The RANS velocity profiles at plane 2 follow a general trend. As the MVG height
increases, the boundary layer height also grows, although not at the same rate. For the lower
heights (h/δ = 0-0.4), this rate is incredibly small but still detectable. For the upper heights, the
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growth is more dramatic with about a 0.0001-0.0002-meter difference. The upper heights also
show the “bump” close to the wall as demonstrated in the LES plane 1 simulations.
The plane 3 results follow the same trend as for plane 2 except now each case has a
“bump” and the boundary layer is larger. The BL difference between the extreme cases are also
not as great as they are for those of plane 2.
The plane 4 results are taken after the shock wave and demonstrate an interesting trend.
Every case starts with essentially the same value but an increase in MVG height causes the
velocity to increase faster for a given height. This is also the only plane where each case
intersects at a single point (at 0.00366 meters). This would make sense if there was a definite
shock wave present as in the LES cases but the RANS simulations do not have that trend.
Overall, the data for the RANS simulations is fairly consistent and logical. The “bump”
gets larger at the ramp corner as this is where the boundary layer and shock wave interact the
most. There is also a pattern where the greatest difference in results between any two heights
always occurs between the 0.4 and 0.5 cases. Perhaps there is some significance within this range
of heights.
The main anomaly out of these simulations is the 0.3 case which does not follow the
trends at any of the planes. There is a possibility that this height truly causes such a large shift in
the boundary layer but it is more probable that some error was committed in its analysis. These
results should be verified in future research.
5.1.4 LES Simulations
As the reader may have noticed, there are fewer simulations for the LES cases than for
the RANS cases. The simulations for the 0.2 and 0.3 cases were unable to converge. This came
as a surprise as it would seem that a smaller alteration in the geometry would be easier for the
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solvers to handle than a large one. This was not the case. Fortunately, results for the other cases
came through and there is still sufficient evidence to draw some conclusions about the flow
behavior and compare it with the RANS simulations.
All the same trends noted for the RANS cases carry over for the LES cases. The main
difference is the variability of the cases. In the RANS simulations, a steady progression could be
seen from case to case; the BL height was greater for the 0.5 case than the 0.4 case, the 0.6 case
than the 0.5 case, etc. However, the LES cases showed no such pattern as the BL heights were
not in sequential order according to the MVG height. This is most likely due to the time
dependent nature of the solver and the difference in convergence time, as mentioned previously.
The other notable difference can be seen in plane 4. The curves still all intersect at a point
as in the RANS case but this point has moved to about 0.0026 meters. Looking at the pressure
and velocity contours, this is approximately where the shockwave occurs, explaining the
similarity in values.
5.2 3D SIMULATIONS
A primary 3D geometry consisting of just the ramp was created as somewhat of a
benchmark for the 3D simulations. The mesh for this geometry was able to be completely
structured as there were no nonrectangular parts to complicate the mesh production. This
simulation converged and produced results similar to those shown in Figure 39 below by Yan et
al. (2017).
Unfortunately, the 3D simulations with the MVG did not converge. Initial and
intermediate results were obtained but eventually and inevitably, the solver equations hit a point
of positive reinforcement and gave impossible outcomes. Changing the time step, solving
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methods, and relaxation constraints delayed the divergence somewhat but still failed to give
reasonable results.

Figure 39 - Pressure contours of the mid plane for the ramp alone performed by Yan et al., (2017). Compare with Figure 36.

The main estimation for why this happened is the cell size of the mesh. Being limited in
cell count, the cells were most likely too large to successfully capture the complicated flow of
the vortices and the shock waves. Also, as a structured mesh could not be generated around the
MVG itself, a relatively large discontinuity existed upon entering and leaving that region. These
discontinuities make it difficult for the flow to become resolved and contribute to the divergence
of the residuals.
While the simulations did not converge, the results shown give slight evidence of
representing a true-to-life solution. The mid-section view is very similar to intermediate views of
the 2D solutions, with the initial velocity penetrating more of the flow field with time. The crosssectional plane views also show a “notch” in the flow after the MVG, giving evidence that the
MVG upstream has had an effect on the downstream velocity profile. The furthest plane of
Figure 38 shows an offset, asymmetrical flow as well. Either this section had yet to fully resolve
and feel the effects of the MVG or this asymmetry shows the initial forming of one of the
vortices.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Several conclusions can be made with the presented data. The first is that the BL height
increases with MVG height but not at the same rate. This growth rate also seemed to decrease
slightly for the upper heights. The second is that the LES simulations gave more accurate results
than the RANS ones as a shock wave was much more prominent.
Unfortunately, not much can be said for the 3D simulations other than the fact that the
ramp-only case matched with previous data. Without this 3D data, an optimal MVG height
cannot be determined. The 2D simulations give a good initial glance into the effects of MVGs;
but as they are only 2D, no vortices form, making it difficult, if not impossible, to determine a
definite optimal MVG height.
The lack of results also makes it difficult to compare to any benchmarks. There is plenty
of data to compare 3D results with but only the 2D results were obtained. It would be possible to
compare the 2D results with 2D benchmarks but as this was not the objective of the subject, no
2D benchmarks for this situation were found.
The data does gives way for more questions to ask and more simulations that could be
run. The first and most obvious change that could be made would be to use a software that
allows for a sufficiently high cell count. While the software worked well for the 2D simulations,
it did not provide enough elements to allow the 3D simulation solve. The primary 3D ramp case
could be solved but that was because the flow was rather uniform up until the ramp, meaning that
a much lower cell count could be used for a majority of the geometry.
The act of adding the extra length to the original geometry also exacerbated the limited
cell issue. It is possible to import a velocity profile for 2D simulations but it was unknown how
to apply a profile for 3D simulations. There was also no guarantee that the profile would be
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turbulent instead of laminar. This is what necessitated the extra length. Regardless, a different, or
at least, professional, version of the software would be needed to accurately model the flow.
Barring the cell limit, there are plenty of improvements that could be made with the 2D
cases. One of these factors was the location of the ramp with respect to the MVG. The geometry
was modeled such that the angles of the MVG were consistent for each case. In exchange, this
altered the length between the end of the MVG and the ramp corner. If it is desired to have
results which are perfectly comparable, this length difference should be accounted for. Instead of
a fixed length from the front of the MVG, it should have a consistent length measured from the
back of the MVG as this distance effects the strength of the vortices and boundary layer.
Looking at the collected data, the next obvious action to take would be to redo the
anomalies. The 0.3 cases for the RANS simulations are seemingly out of place at each plane. It is
recommended to either re-run this case or perhaps give the solution more time to converge. If
time permitted, it would also be beneficial to re-run other cases from the beginning to verify the
current results.
In addition to re-running some cases, it is recommended to give the LES simulations
more time to converge. The simulations were run on a single computer with moderate processing
power. This allowed for the calculation of only a few iterations a second for the 2D cases and
about one iteration every few seconds for the 3D case. It would be valuable to run a few LES
simulations on a supercomputer or a computer with more processing power to see if the residuals
converged any better after many more iterations.
One of the trends mentioned in the previous section was the jump in values between the
0.4 and 0.5 cases. Further simulations could be run for values between these two to see if there is
a linear progression as exhibited by the other cases. These values are also some of the more
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popular choices for past research, possibly implying that some unique phenomena occur around
these values of MVG height.
Finally, there are two aspects of the plane 4 data that could be enhanced. First, from the
data, it appears that the entirety of the BL was not recorded as the velocity information starts at
0.002m. Obviously there is some data between that height and the wall as seen from the other
plane data. It is not expected that this data would show anything surprising but it cannot be
discounted without examining it. Secondly, the intersection point of the plane 4 data for the
RANS simulations could be more closely studied. Perhaps a shock wave or some other flow
property does exist that is not immediately apparent. Further simulations could look into the
reason why this intersection point happens.
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APPENDIX B – Pressure and velocity contour results
This appendix shows the pressure and velocity contour plots of the 2D simulations. The
pressure plot is shown first followed by the velocity magnitude plot.
RANS CASES
h/δ = 0

Figure B1 – The 2D, RANS pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0 case.

Figure B2 – The 2D, RANS velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0 case.
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h/δ = 0.2

Figure B3 – The 2D, RANS pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.2 case.

Figure B4 – The 2D, RANS velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.2 case.
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h/δ = 0.3

Figure B5 – The 2D, RANS pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.3 case.

Figure B6 – The 2D, RANS velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.3 case.
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h/δ = 0.4

Figure B7 – The 2D, RANS pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.4 case.

Figure B8 – The 2D, RANS velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.4 case.
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h/δ = 0.5

Figure B9 – The 2D, RANS pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.5 case.

Figure B10 – The 2D, RANS velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.5 case.
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h/δ = 0.6

Figure B11 – The 2D, RANS pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.6 case.

Figure B12 – The 2D, RANS velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.6 case.
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h/δ = 0.7

Figure B13 – The 2D, RANS pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.7 case.

Figure B14 – The 2D, RANS velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.7 case.
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LES CASES
h/δ = 0

Figure B15 – The 2D, LES pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0 case.

Figure B16 – The 2D, LES velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0 case.
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h/δ = 0.4

Figure B17 – The 2D, LES pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.4 case.

Figure B18 – The 2D, LES velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.4 case.
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h/δ = 0.5

Figure B19 – The 2D, LES pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.5 case.

Figure B20 – The 2D, LES velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.5 case.
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h/δ = 0.6

Figure B21 – The 2D, LES pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.6 case.

Figure B22 – The 2D, LES velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.6 case.
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h/δ = 0.7

Figure B23 – The 2D, LES pressure contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.7 case.

Figure B24 – The 2D, LES velocity contour plot results for the h/δ = 0.7 case.
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